In this paper a highly modular normalized adaptive lattice algorithm for multichannel Least Squares FIR filtering and multi variable system identification, is pre 
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive lattice algorithms update the so called er ror parameters, i.e., the difference between system's output and desired response signal, for all intermedi ate filter orders, [1]- [6] . The number of error variables used as well as the operations needed for their time update, depends linearly on the dimension of system's parameters. The error variables are utilized for the computation of the reflection coefficients which in turn are used for the update of the error parameters them selves. Moreover , they can serve for the computation of the corresponding transversal filters, using order up date recursions.
The proposed normalized adaptive lattice LS algo rithm, altho ugh it deals with the multichannel prob lem, it manages to get free of matrix opera.tions alto gether , in cont rast to known adaptive schemes that re quire matrix mani p ulations, [2] - [3] . The multichannel formulation is naturally decomposed into k single chan nel subsystems and a sin gle block step is repl aced by a sequence of k successive phases allowing for full pipelin ing. The proposed scheme is capable for handling mul tichannel filters with different number of delay elements 
2.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
A multi-input single-output FIR filter is described by the following difference equation
where k is the number of input channels, and xi(n), 
Then, eq.
Given a desired response signal zen) and input sig nals xl(n), x2(n) .. xdn), the optimum fi lter, in the Least Squares sense, minimizes the total squared error over a finite data horizon, weighted by an exponentially decay factor,
where (x, y ) = L�=o AN -nxy t . The pertinent £OS filter satisfies the set of linear equations
where R�. ( N) is the sampled autocorrelation matrix corresponding to the regressor X� . (n ). Fo llowing eq.
(2), a set of sampled autocorrelation matrices is defined 
The set of k Kalman gain vectors are utilized above is defined as 
Moreover, define the normalized filter reflection co efficients, and a single set of normalized combined for ward/backward reflection coefficients, for all interme diate orders i = 0, 1 . .. k, Then, it is easy to prove that The normalized algorithm of Table 2 is then de rived, by applying the above definitions to the corre sponding variables of Table 1 . The lattice algorithm of Table 2 is depicted in Figure 2 , for a special case of a three channel problem, k = 3, and final multi index
CONCLUSIONS
The highly modular normalized adaptive lattice algo rithm for multichannel Least Squares FIR filtering pre sented. Multichannel filters with different number of delay elements per input channel are allowed. Two ba sic units, the lattice cell and ladder cell, are required for the implementation of the algorithm. Scalar only operations, multiplications/divisions and square roots, are utilized. In addition, the inherent modlllatity and the local communication enables the development of a fully pipelinable architecture. 
